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The context for Coastal Risks

• Coastal populations dramatically increasing (leading towards
more demographic vulnerabilities)

• Climate change is anticipated to increase the coastal hazard
threat trends (sea level rise, floods, storm – both intensity &
frequency)

• New problems of “mega disasters” emerging
• Disasters are undermining years of development efforts
• Increase in anthropogenic and human induced vulnerabilities



The Hyogo Framework for Actions (HFA) 2005-2015
has increased the focus on building community resilience for 
disaster risk management

An Increased focus on Community 
Resilience



Defining “Resilience”

“the capacity to survive, adapt and recover from a 
natural disaster.

(IFRC, 2004)

“the potential of a particular configuration of a system to: 
maintain its structure/function in the face of disturbance, 
and the ability of the system to re-organize following 
disturbance-driven change . . .

(Louis Lebel, 2001)



Absorb shock Bounce back Learning/adaptation

Resilience



Goals of coastal community resilience



Domains in practice

Disaster Risk 
Management

Community 
Development

Coastal 
Management

Resilience



Elements of Coastal Community Resilience



Governance

– Leadership, systems, and institutions 
appropriate to the community that support 
actions to promote resilience



Socio-economy and Livelihoods
– Prosperous, sustainable, diverse economies and

livelihoods that allow communities to help
themselves before, during, and after disasters



Coastal Resources Management
– Active management of renewable resources and

protection of habitat and features that sustain those
resources and buffer communities from natural 
disasters



Land Use Management and Structures
– Active management of land uses in the community that allow

development to be directed away from environmentally sensitive and
vulnerable areas

– Zoning, building codes, and infrastructure development guidelines that 
reduce exposure to coastal disaster risks



Risks Knowledge
– An understanding of risks from coastal disasters a community faces and 

its vulnerability to disasters



Warning and Evacuation

– Ability to receive alerts and notifications of coastal 
hazards and to warn and evacuate at-risk populations



Emergency Response and Disaster Recovery
– Ability of community to mobilize to manage coastal

disasters with minimal dependence on outside assistance
– Ability of a community to manage post-disaster assistance



An enabling 
environment for 

resilience



CLIMATE HAZARDS IN THE MED



The Mediterranean basin: a triple hotspot

Human pressure
§ Cradle of civilization
§ Population increased threefold in one century
§ 60% of the global population suffering from water 

deficit

Climate change
§ The Med warms 20% faster than global average
§ Temperature: up to +3 - 5°C by 2100
§ Sea level rise: 0,43 to 2,5 m by 2100

Biodiversity
§ Outstanding biodiversity
§ Many species found nowhere else on the planet
§ Critical role of freshwater habitat and species



Projected Mediterranean sea level rise averaged in (2080-2099) with respect to present climate (1980-
1999) under scenario RCP8.5.

Source: Cherif S et al, 2020 Drivers of change. In: Climate and Environmental Change in the Mediterranean 
Basin – Current Situation and Risks for the Future

Sea level will be approximately in the range from 20 to 110 cm higher 
(depending on scenario) at the end of the 21st century than at the end of the 
2019 (Le Cozannet, 2019)



Extreme events in the Med: the MEDICANE

• Winds above 135 km / h
• Violent, persistent and abundant rains with prevalent thunderstorms and downpours 

(maximum intensity of 500 mm / h)Maximum diameter of Mediterranean cyclones is 200-400 
kmTime duration is very variable but is generally limited to 1 or 2 days (very often these 
phenomena last only a few hours)Period of the year in which they can occur is the one in 
which the surface temperature of the Mediterranean Sea is highest (around 26 ° C)

• How are Medicane (Mediterranean hurricanes) formed?
• Their origin, like that of tropical hurricanes, is to be found in the excess of thermal energy 

accumulated above the sea.
• This energy is rapidly transformed into kinetic energy, or in an intense swirling motion of the 

air, to trigger the release of excess energy it is necessary to form a convergence area in the 
lower layers which determines the birth of upward motions and therefore of a small ground 
depression.



https://dynaimage.cdn.cnn.com/cnn/animations/w_1100,ac
_none/200917130406-desktop-medicane-winds-
20200917.mp4

17/09/2020



• On 10 September 2020, a cyclone passing through Cagliari 
brought 100mm (10cm) of water and winds over 100 
kilometers per hour and large amounts of rain. The city has 
literally blown up.

• We can no longer call increasingly frequent atmospheric 
phenomena whose devastating impacts are linked to an old 
concept of city development and design 'extraordinary'.







HOW TO ASSESS COASTAL RISKS?

Satta et al, 2017



The concept of Risk in IPCC

Source: SPM of WGII AR5 (IPCC, 2014)



Definition of Coastal risk (IPCC, 2014)

Source: Chap. 5 of AR5 WGII (IPCC, 2014)



• According to WGII AR5 (IPCC. 2014):

• We make the hypothesis that the three factors must be 
multiplying each other (Peduzzi et al., 2002).
– if the hazard is null, then the risk is null;
– the risk is also null if there are no assets in a coastal zone 

exposed to hazard (exposure = 0);
– if the “coastal system” is not vulnerable, (vulnerability = 0, risk = 

0).

Risk Assessment



Method

• The Multi Scale CRI integrates three sub-indices: 
coastal hazards (CH); coastal vulnerability (CV); and 
coastal exposure (CE):

CRI = CH x CV x CE

We assume that: CE is always > 0; risk is null only if CV or CF are 
null; final score of the MS CRI ranges between 0 and 1.



Risk components
Risk components Description

Hazards The potential occurrence of a natural or human-induced physical event or trend or

physical impact that may cause loss of life, injury, or other health impacts, as well as 

damage and loss to property, infrastructure, livelihoods, service provision,

ecosystems, and environmental resources. In this report, the term “hazard” refers 

to climate-related physical events or trends or their physical impacts.

Vulnerability The propensity or predisposition to be adversely affected. Vulnerability

encompasses a variety of concepts and elements including sensitivity or 

susceptibility to harm and lack of capacity to cope and adapt.

Exposure The presence of people, livelihoods, species or ecosystems, environmental

functions, services, and resources, infrastructure, or economic, social, or cultural 

assets in places and settings that could be adversely affected.



Regional Risk Assessment
Variables definition

Coastal Hazards

1. Sea Level Rise
2. Storms
3. Drought
4. Population growth
5. Tourism arrivals

Coastal Exposure

1. Land Cover*
2. Population density

*Urban areas; Agriculture; Forest and
Water bodies; Shrub land, grasslands,
Sparse vegetation; Bare areas

Coastal Vulnerability

1. Landform
2. Elevation
3. Roughness
4. Education Level
5. Population Over 65
6. GDP per capita



Coastal Hazards Map



Coastal Vulnerability Map



Coastal Exposure Map



• Coastal hot-spots are 
identified through a 
statistical analysis

• To be considered a 
statistically significant hot-
spot, a cell must have a 
high-risk value and be 
surrounded by other cells 
with high risk values as 
well.

Results of the risk assessment



Coastal Risk Map



Specific objectives:
• Adapting the Multi Scale coastal risk index to 

the local scale
• Delivering a targeted analysis of expected 

impacts of climate variability and change in 
one relevant local case study (quantitative).

Local Risk Assessment: Implementation of 
the Multi-scale Coastal Risk Index in 
Morocco (CRI-LS)



Adaptation options





Wetland-based solutions

§ 48% lost since 1970 in the Mediterranean

§ Major water abstraction è drop of river 
flows (-25 à -75 %)

§ 36% of wetlands species threatened with 
extinction

§ National economies and well-being 
strongly affected



Increasing water-related natural hazards

§ 90% of natural disasters are linked to water

§ Their frequency has doubled over the last 30 years

§ In Europe, floods cost 5 billion € between 2000 et 2012.

§ These costs will be fourfold by 2050



Nature-based Solutions
An unprecedented opportunity to increase the resilience of 
the Mediterranean society

Societal challenges particularly acute in the Med
§ Strong demographic growth
§ Tremendous pressure on scarce water resources
§ Concentration of economic activities and urbanisation in coastal

regions
§ Dependence on climate sensitive agriculture

Mediterranean ecosystems play a key role
In responding to these social challenges.
Management & restoration of these ecosystems prove to be 
effective and inexpensive solutions, and can accelerate the 
transition to a sustainable and inclusive green and blue economy



Nature-based Solutions
Solutions for the Society and Biodiversity

Nature-based solutions are actions to protect, sustainably 
manage and restore natural and modified ecosystems in 
ways that address societal challenges effectively and 
adaptively, to provide both human well-being and 
biodiversity benefits

(IUCN 2016)



Examples of Nature-based Solutions
for preventing flood risks

Preserve and 
restore wetlands

Insert wetlands 
in cities

Develop flood 
expansion zones

Restore riparian 
forests

Re-meander  
rivers



The case of the Camargue
Challenges and lessons learnt



Restoration of coastal wetland as a « climate buffer »

Restoration of 6.500 ha of former salinas threatened by coastal erosion

§ Adaptative management to sea level rise through an organised retreat in 
eroding sectors

§ Ecological restoration of coastal ecosystems for biodiversity and protection of 
human settlements



A new coastal dynamic

§ Abandonment of front dykes

§ Reinforcement of inland dykes

§ Hydrological and biological re-connection

è Effective dissipation of wave energy during storms

è Creation of a new sandy shore

è Important increase in biodiversity value
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